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Leicester will once again be a hot bed of Zombie activity
this Halloween when the “Day of the Undead” returns for
its second outing, this time as part of the FAROUT Film
Festival weekend… We’ve upped the stakes to give you a
12 hour marathon of brain eating treats this year including
the UK Premiere of “Last of the Living.”
As well as brilliant films, a team of make up artists will be on
hand to make you one of the living dead, money raised will
be going to charity, a caricaturist will be able to give you a
permanent reminder of your Day of the Undead and FAB
Press will be here with a trade stall full to the brim with their
books, DVDs and T-shirts. There’s an ALL DAY BAR and
food available, the Best Dressed Zombie Competition,
Competition so try
and become Terror4funs 'Zombie of the Year 2008!'

Zombies from Pakistans ‘Hells Ground’ love eating the locals!

fession. Necrophilia ousts lap-dancing in the horny customer
department as “teeth on meat” takes on a whole other meaning. “Contains sexualised nudity and strong, bloody, violence” BBFC.

Night of the Living Dead Dir: George Romero. USA 1968. Return of the Living Dead Dir: Dan O’Bannon. USA 1985
12noon Happy 40th birthday – Night of the Living Dead, one 8.15pm Rarely screened, this mid-80s classic earns more
of the greatest, literally groundbreaking horror films of all
than its fair share of genre blood, guts, and sexy women.
time! Full of powerful images that have entered our culture,
refresh yourself in its sheer, brilliance.
UK PREMIER. Last of the Living UK PREMIER.
Dir: Logan McMillan. New Zealand 2008.
10.15pm For ticket details check the Phoenix website… A
highly contagious virus has turned most of the world into
brain-hungry zombies. But in New Zealand there’s still three
blokes and a woman but can they save the world? Smart,
funny, and ridiculously believable. A perfect end to 12
Hell’s Ground (Zibahkhana) Dir: Omar Khan. Pakistan 2007 hours of Death.
4.00pm The first (and probably the last) Pakistani zombie
movie, Hell’s Ground offers up an astonishingly feverish
There’s Zombie Prizes to be won all day and the first 250
gore-count as a group of teens head off to where they were
people will all receive Zombie Lucky Bags. This year we are
told not to go and duly feel the gory consequences.
delighted to be sponsored by CAPCOM’s up & coming
Zombie Short Film Competition Dirs: Various
2.00pm A compilation of the best recent short zombie films
in various disguises – from funny to deadly serious. You will
be choosing “The Best Short Zombie Film 2008"

Zombie Strippers Dir: Jay Lee. USA 2008.
6.00pm Jena Jameson & Robert Englund… Stripper Kat has
become a fan of flesh-eating far beyond the call of her pro-

game Dead Rising ‘Chop Till You Drop’ and we have had
also had prizes supplied by Abaddon Books, The Monster
Boutique and Revolver Entertainment…

See you in November...

‘Day Of The Undead’ Day Pass –ONLY £20. Single films - £5.50/£4.50.
To book your tickets and for details of the other FAROUT films go to
http://www.Phoenix.org.uk/ or visit or call the Box Office on 0116 255 4854
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Up and coming
Zombie events
Organising Zombie Stuff?

Its been a hectic couple of months of flesh
munching… in August there was Zombie Fest,
In September Zombiecon, in October, of
course its Halloween and then November 1st,
day of the undead...

Are you sorting out a zombiewalk, making a
video, releasing a DVD or book, showing a film
or running a LARP Event or anything at all to
do with zombies then please let us know and
we will tell everyone about it.

This month we have also been in Bizarre
magazine and are on the bbcs website too, so
check out their websites for more details…

DIARY OF EVENTS:

The Zombie Times gets sent to more than
4,500 zombie fans mainly in the UK and the
website gets about 20,000 visitors every
month, so if you are making a film, holding a
walk or doing anything zombie related and
you want zombie fans to find out then please
let us know by emailing ed@terror4fun.com

October 26th, World Zombie Day: London.

October 25th, Zombiewalk: Huddersfield.
More details coming soon, so get ready...

Find out more at:
http://www.myspace.com/worldzombiedaylondon

October 26th, World Zombie Day: Blackpool.
Find out more at:
http://www.myspace.com/blackpoolzombiewalk

October 26th, World Zombie Day: Worcester.

This Issue is packed with news and prizes so
don’t forget to check the back page for how
to enter and win all of the competitions.
Don’t forget we do run online only competitions too so check out the terror4fun website so you don’t miss out.
See you on November 1st,
keep on zomming,

Zombie Ed
and the
Terror4
Terror4fun
Team

Find out more at:
http://monnysmortuary.com/_wsn/page3.html

November 1st. Day of the Undead 2008.
Zombie Film Festival. Includes a UK Premiere of the
New Zealand Zombie Film “The Last of the Living”
Phoenix Arts Centre, Leicester.
More details at www.terror4fun.com

November 6th – 9th: Can Short Film Festival.
International Short Film Festival at the Phoenix arts
Centre, Leicester. http://www.lineout.org/

February 2009. Dead Rising: Chop till You
Drop. Yes, Dead Rising on the Wii, including
’Batter Up’ Baseball Bat action with the remote, we cannot wait…
http://www.capcom-europe.com/home.aspx

YOUR EVENT COULD BE HERE…
LET US KNOW ABOUT IT...
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Where and
When to
zombie walk!
October 26, 2008.
For more details about each walk simply
Click the links on our diary page.
London Zombie Walk
To celebrate the 40th anniversary of the release of Night of the

Living Dead, a zombie gathering is happening in Central London in October... A charity fundraising horror event. We will

Strange Zombies, Part 5…
5
Please keep ‘em coming, although this Living Corpse
erotically posing with a small car did worry me quite a lot.
Don’t have nightmares, send ’em to ed@terror4fun.com

be supporting St Mungo's, the largest homeless charity in London. http://www.mungos.org/ The event itself is free of charge
of course, but all we ask is that you remember those less fortunate. We will be collecting money for St Mungo's on the day alternatively, you can donate online at the official WZD: London Justgiving page.
Blackpool Zombiewalk
11am – Blackpool Central Library, Queen Street opens. Get
there early for: Signing-in desk (Zombie's MUST sign in or
they won't be counted for the record attempt!!) Zombie make
up – there will be some make up specialists in the library on
the day (their availability will be limited though!) Don’t forget
to bring your food donations! Dried pasta, rice or tinned fish
with at least 6 months on the expiry date (food can also be
donated at "Paranoia" on Topping Street from now until the
walk) The library building must be vacated at 1.55pm and all
zombies are to gather outside ready to commence the walk
(and no doubt some photographs) 2pm – Walk to begin from
Blackpool Central Library, Queen Street.

Why you
should
zombie
walk?
RISE UP my UNDEAD BROTHERS
AND SISTERS!!!
NOW IS OUR TIME TO GROAN AND
SHAMBLE FOR WORLD HUNGER!

Worcester Zombiewalk:
Where is the Zombie Walk being held? The sign in and congregation point is outside VIDEODROME, Broad Street,
Worcester. How Do I Get Involved? Everyone, no matter how
young, old or living impaired, can take part. First off let us
know you want to take part. There will be flyers handed out
around the city and are available from Videodrome. Fill one in
and return it to Videodrome.

- World Zombie Day will be a day when all
fans of zombie culture can join together. This charity event will be international. All of the cities involved will
do their bit to alleviate world hunger,
and this will be a first.

If you want to find out more other WZD Zombiewalks from
around the world then go to…

- "The It’s Alive Show", World Record Holders for the largest zombie walk ever,
will spearhead this event from the very
birthplace of zombie culture, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.

www.myspace.com/worldzombieday

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
4,500 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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zombies

Despite their wildly different working styles, Grace and
John manage to chronicle the hopes and dreams of
four fascinating subjects: IVAN, a convenience-store
clerk who longs for a career in publishing; LISA, a florist trying to recover her lost memories; JUDY, a hopeless romantic who learns to accept her true nature; and
JOEL (pronounced “Ho-El”), a committed political
activist striving for zombie rights. As Grace strives to get
to know the zombies “on their own terms,” John is eager to uncover their darker side and rallies to get the
crew permission to shoot at a three-day, zombies-only
retreat called Live Dead where the documentary takes
an unexpected – and dangerous – turn. What transpires there is beyond anything the filmmakers could
imagine, as they are forced to re-evaluate their ideas
about tolerance, identity politics and the future of the
human race. See more releases at:
http://www.cinemalibrestudio.com/

Win a copy of this DVD, just check the back page
for competition details and see
www.terror4fun.com for a full film review

My name is Bryony Matthewman, & I’m making a zombie film. I live in London & work as a freelance graphic
designer.… so why am I trying to make a zombie film?
Well, I for the last two years I’ve made lots of Youtube
videos under the name Paperlilies.
These are mainly sketch comedy things, arty videos &
video blogs - It's just me, in my room, talking at my computer & editing & posting it myself. I'm one of the most
watched people online- in the top 100 on Youtube & in
the top 5 in the UK. I've met thousands of people
through it, from all over the world, some of whom have
become great friends & collaborators on joint projects.
So I had the idea: why not try & do something that utilises all the various skills that these people have?
I mean loads of my friends are really talented, but how
to best use those skills? Well, lots of us make little films
online, so why not make a big, feature length film together? & then I thought “What kind of a film?”
Well, it would need to be something that wouldn’t suffer
from having a low budget. It would be nice if it made
some sort of social point & it would also be nice if it
used loads of extras, so that anyone who wanted to star
in it could.
What sort of film fits that bill? A Zombie Film.
(Also, zombie films have the added bonus of being great
fun to watch.) So I‘m going to make a zombie movie
with people from the internet, wherever they are in the
world, whoever they are.
It's going to be made from scratch, with pretty much no
budget. The plan is that anyone who wants to be involved, can be involved - from small scale 'video blog'
type scenes which people can send in from around the
world, to huge scale 'zombie walks' through international
cities, people can be in the film, or help write, direct,
film & edit the movie. I'm going to try to finish it by Halloween 08 - it's a scary challenge. Since the start of this
project I’ve plunged head first into the world of zombies.
I’ve met brilliant people like Zombie Ed; I’ve been
made up by Paul Ewen & Stuart Conran; I’ve seen the
majestic craziness that is Terror4funs ZombieFest close
hand & of course, I’ve watched tonnes of Zombie films.
If you want to get involved you can go to the project’s
website: http://internetzombiemovie.blogspot.com/
Finally, the BBC decided it would be interesting to follow me around. They are making two webisodes a week
that follow what I’m up to.
These can be watched at bbc.co.uk/zombies & at the
end, they’ll show a programme all about it on BBC3.

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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Dead Moon Rising
Fangorias Horror DVD of the Month (May 2008)

A mysterious
disease overtakes
the world, and
the infected develop a hankering for human
flesh. Jim and his
fellow Cheapskate Car Rental
clerks are oblivious to the
changes going on
right outside their
door until it literally gets right in
their faces. Jim
struggles with
disgruntled customers, hordes of cannibals, the barely legal April, his
certifiable ex-girlfriend Vix (the sexy "Terminatrix"),
reconciling issues with his brother, an aversion to
guns, and the "pants thing." Can Jim pull it together
and rally Louisville's remaining bike gangs and defeat
the infected hordes? Maybe with the help of a 1000
round per minute machine gun…DEAD MOON
RISING features an ensemble cast of 14, 600 choppers, twelve hundred extras, and contains the "World's
Largest Zombie Scene." Girls, ghouls, and guns, what
else do you need for a good time?
http://www.anubisdigital.com/index.htm

gut--muncher promises to be much
"This zombie gut
low--budget zombie
morethoughtful than recent low
fare..."Chris Haberman, Fangoria
Win a copy of this DVD, just check the back page
for competition details and see
www.terror4fun.com for a full film review

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Terror4fun news
Terror4funs Zombie Fest 2008 was once again absolutely bloody madness and after the dust settled and
the blood dried a write up is now available online at::
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_fest08_pre.html

Terror4fun is now appearing in the media left right
and centre. At the moment we have been featured in
the latest copy of Bizarre Magazine, with a mention
of our ‘Edible Intestines’ on the front cover.
http://www.bizarremag.com/your_bizarre/parties/7356/zo
mbie-fest.html

Zombie Ed, Zombie Fest and Terror4fun can also be
seen on the BBCs website, in one of a series of webisodes about the Internet Zombie Movie Project...
http://www.bbc.co.uk/zombies/episodes/ep5_vid2.shtml

Reviewers needed
We are currently looking for people who have read
and would be willing to write reviews of Zombie Fiction, i.e. books/graphic novels OR Zombie
Board/Card Games… If you are able to do this then
please send an email to: ed@terror4fun.com and let us
know what you’ve read or played. We are going to be
expanding our website in the new year and need contributions. It would be ace if you could help out and
any suggestions are gratefully recieved...

MONSTER BOUTIQUE
Masks, blood,
gore, props,
costumes, make up
and prosthetics.
Everything you need to
make the perfect
monster this halloween

Sponsors the Best dressed
zombie at day of the undead
http://www.monsterboutique.com/

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Latest zombie
‘Last of the living’ is a new awesome film, the uk
premiere is at the day of the undead in Leicester on
November 1st. For more about the film visit:
http://quantumreleasing.sslpowered.com/home.html

‘Colin’ is the first zombies eye view of
the zombie apocalypse… it rocks & is
truly brutal in parts… find out more
and see the trailer at:
http://www.nowherefast.tv/

Will be back
next issue
due to
current film
project.
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October on Zone Horror
(Sky 319, 320 Virgin 170 and Freesat 138)
Dan O'Bannon directs the cult zombie
classic The Return of the Living Dead
on October 2nd at 00:30. This cult favourite is all about two hapless warehouse workers who unwittingly release a
deadly vapour and awaken a putrid
terror from the grave, ravenous for tasty mortals! What else can
I say about this amazing movie? Well maybe that it’s also one of
the funniest zombie movies I’ve ever seen!
A flesh eating family member takes centre stage on October 6th
in the movie Serum at 02.40. A scientist cracks under the pressure to perfect his 'cure all' serum and recklessly begins human
trials with horrifying consequences as his nephew is transformed
into a flesh-eating monster. Starring David H. Hickey, Derek
Phillips, Dennis O'Neill and Lizabeth Cardenas this one movie
that might have slipped under your undead radar so check it
out.
Another late night gorefest is Awaken the Dead which hits the
screen at 02.20 on October 9th. This rip-roaring zombie flick
from 2007 is all about a reformed hitman-turned-priest and a
reclusive ex-prostitute bunker down in a safe house when the
world around them is infected by a zombie virus. Directed by
Jeff Brookshire this has plenty of blood on show to reward
those who have decided to have a late night.
At 00:45 on October 19th Bruce Boxleitner meets up with
some very strange creatures in Legion of the Dead.
Dead Molly, a
student of Egyptology, goes tête-à-tête with queen Annoh-tet, an
ancient mummy of incredible power with a world to rule and

souls to devour! If you enjoy the dead wrapped up also tune in
for 7 Mummies which is on October 21st at 21:00
Wedenesday October 22nd is a date for your diaries when
Zone Horror proudly brings you Zombie Creeping Flesh.
Flesh Also
known as Hell of the Living Dead this classic Italian gutcruncher from Bruno Mattei is one of those zombie movies that
everyone needs to catch once in a lifetime. A centre dedicated
to feeding the 3rd world suffers a chemical calamity turning
their staff into zombies with a hankering for munching on mankind. Gruesome and shocking this is one of the zombie movies
of the month. The flesh starts to creep at 02:30.
Jean Rollins Zombie Lake on October 26th at 02:45 is a fine
euro horror. A small French village is terrorised by reanimated
Nazi soldiers whose zombified cadavers shuffle ashore from
their watery grave to chomp on some finest French cuisine - the
people! Truly a classic of the genre this is another euro effort
that really tried to do something different with the genre.
Oasis of the Zombies,
Zombies a movie from Jess Franco is a real oddity
of the undead genre and rounds off our zombie movies for the
month. Treasure hunters determined to track down some lost
Nazi gold uncover a squadron of long-dead, yet very hungry,
brain-munching German soldiers bent on protecting their
hoard. This is a fine companion to Zombie Lake and is on October 27th at 02:40.
As with all TV channels the dates and times are subject to
change so please go to www.zonehorror.tv for any last minute
changes.

Yes, that’s right…! Ninja zombies
What if you found your one
true love only to find their
hand was promised to the
undead ???
NINJA ZOMBIES is a new
action comedy/horror
graphic novel and upcoming
film that asks that question in
the wacky vein of cult hit
"Shaun of the Dead".
At the moment Ninja Zombies
is being adapted into a
graphic novel by Stephen

Stern who did "War of the Worlds" and "Beowulf" GNs
which were released and promoted with the Spielberg
and Zemeckis movies of the same name.
The NINJA ZOMBIES mixed multimedia presentation
(www.ninjazombiesmovie.com) uniquely features comic
book pages that "come to life" into live action footage.
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Undead Poets Society… plus Zombie All Nighter
Dead? Got Talent? Something to say? Need an outlet
for all those creative fluids?
Then why not enter Sci-Fi
London ZOMBIE POETRY COMPETITION
and help us celebrate our
first ever Zombie All
Nighter, OH YES... Four
new movies that put a fresh
spin on the undead, being
held on October 3rd in London… The night kicks off at
7pm with a FleshMob call
followed by our Zombie
Poetry Competition final then at 11.30pm we invite you to join
us for 4 very different movies.

It is really easy, write something and record it on video, upload
it to Youtube and send us the link - Don't worry about major
film production - shoot on your mobile phone if you want...
The shortlisted entries go in front of our esteemed panel, which
includes comedian Josie Long (just back from Edinburgh),
Chris Patmore (our very own Editor) and the Zombie Ed
(Founder of Terror4fun.com - THE zombie resource!). The
winners will be invited to perform their poem live at the festival.* As well as receiving a number of wonderful prizes including £50 and £25 vouchers to spend at PLAY.COM, stacks of
DVDs including the soon to be classic ZOMBIE STRIPPERS
(...yup!) and a fantastic SONY BluBlu-Ray DVD Player - nice!
Visit here http://www.sci-fi-london.com/ for all the details of the
competition and the film festival…
Looks like its going to be a mad one...

Zombie fiction is alive and well...
Competition
Time

The TOMES OF THE DEAD are a the havoc they wreak
series of book published by Abaddon. for his own ends. The
way he sees it, the
ghouls aren't going to
It is a collection of some of the very
be around forever, and
best eyeball popping, gut munching, zombie fiction
around, groaning with horror and excitement. Each book when he re-establishes
a functioning society,
will explore the zombie genre in new and thrilling ways.
Join us in these worlds of the dead and remember to leave it's going to be on his
your sanity by the door!
own terms. All he
needs is a way to conTOMES OF THE DEAD: THE WORDS OF THEIR trol the dead. But
ROARING by Matthew Smith
Flowers is not the only
one with designs on the
London - a city overrun by the zombie hordes. Most of
city…
the human survivors live from day to day, scraping together an existence amongst the ruins, avoiding the shamTo Win a signed copy
bling, flesh-hungry undead that stalk the streets. But for
others the situation is an opportunity, a chance to establish of this book simply
answer the question on
a powerbase within the capital now that all authority has
the back page…
virtually collapsed. For gang lord Harry Flowers, the
plague is his chance to finally rule the city unopposed.
Operating out of his well-protected mansion on London's Find out more about other Zombie Fiction at:
outskirts, Flowers sees a chance to use the zombies and
http://www.abaddonbooks.com/

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
4,500 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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our friends at revolver entertainment have gone horror crazy and this must be
due to the full moon or the time of the year but you can win dvds a-plenty...
Zombies, zombies, zombies
A drug experiment gone wrong produces a league of blood-thirsty zombies. It is
up to a small band of exotic dancers trapped in a gentleman's club to fight back.
Together they must rely on their wits and skills to survive the night, and pray that
they don't become victims of the flesh-eating zombies!
Days of Darkness
the world watches as a comet looms over the earth for days. The masses were told
there is nothing to worry about. It was a lie! A group of survivors huddle together
and battle for their only chance to survive against the uprising of the undead while
trying to save the fate of mankind.

Revolver don’t just do zombie films…
There’s a pile of horror titles that you can win too.
Check out their website at: http://www.revolvergroup.com/
These include a remake of the classic the wizard of gore and the
haunting dark corners too. To win these DVDs simply see the back
page of the zombie times for details...

Uk premiere in leicester
Terror4fun is showing Last of the Living in Leicester as
part of the Day of the Undead celebrations… Come along
and see the film here first, unless of course you happened
to see the premiere in New Zealand…. If you fancy supporting the film and it’s Director Logan McMillan then
join the Facebook Group…

vors, bickering friends Morgan and Ash and unreformed
rock’n’roller Johnny. With their pick of well-appointed
houses to occupy, free rein at the local Pak-N-Save and
ample free time to play videogames or read a good book,
life could be worse. In fact, aside from the odd zombierelated problems it’s the lack of dating opportunities that
most irks our heroes. So when a beautiful young scientist
New Zealand would seem to be the ideal place to ride out shows up, they’re quickly enlisted into her risky scheme to
the end of the world, at least it is for the survivors in Last save the world. The scenario provides ample opportunity
of the Living, a shameless zombie-comedy that unleashes for director Logan McMillan to showcase a dry Kiwi sense
a plague of flesh-munching undead onto the Garden City. of humour and slick editing skills. This low budget riposte
Post-apocalyptic life is sweet for Christchurch’s only survi- to the likes of Shaun of the Dead supplies infectious fun.

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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Competition Time, Yes WIN LOADS of STUFF !!!
To enter the competitions in this issue of the Zombie Times,
Send your answers to the following questions to sammy@terror4fun.com before January 1st, 2009…
Competition 1) Win a signed copy of Abaddon Books, Zombie novel ‘The Words of their Roaring’
'Name the Gang Lord who intends to seize control of the city, now the undead have caused chaos?'
Competition 2) Win a copy of Revolvers ‘Dark Corners’ on DVD. Which respected actress plays the lead in this movie?
Competition 3) Win a copy of Revolvers ‘Wizard of Gore’ on DVD. What is the name of the main character?
Competition 4) Win a copy of Revolvers ‘Zombies Zombies Zombies’ Complete this phrase… It’s “Zombies Vs ________”
Competition 5) Win copy of Revolvers ‘Days of Darkness’ on DVD. Which zombie movie did Revolver release at Frightfest
2007?

ONLINE Competitions: www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions
Win copies of Dead Moon Rising and American Zombie on DVD…
Visit the Terror4fun website for more details….

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html

